Utah Update - Activities

- Passage of three key pieces of legislation
- Full access to tax records of tax incentive recipients
- In house dashboard launch
Utah Update - Key Legislation Passage

- SB 194 Utah Data Center
- HB 25 Tax Incentive Review Amendments
- Authorization to Disclose Language
Utah Update - Legislative Plan for 2018

• Add Authorization to Disclose language to more programs code.
• Measurements and Success definition requirements for new inducements
• Possible work arounds to IRS regs.
Utah Update - Access to Tax Records

• Renewed collaboration with state tax commission.
• Creation of electronic sharing of tax data.
• Leading out to seek IRS clarification.
• Access to taxes after the fact.
Utah Update - In House Dashboard

• Utilizing Salesforce and Tableau.
• Breakdown by company of incentives including taxes generated—using unique identifiers to anonymize.
• Going public by Summer’s end.